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98 “Almost five years after I was drafted, I finally got called up to Chicago. I spent the night hurriedly packing and phoning everyone I know to share the good news. My first flight as an official big leaguer was just as plush as I’d always imagined: an aisle seat in the very first row.”

—DOUG GLANVILLE
It was an epic powder day early last year, with sky so blue and snow so white that Alpine Meadows, Calif., looked like a full-size watercolor map of itself. Sir Patrick Stewart, at best an intermediate skier, stood at the top of a black diamond run, terrified and feeling unequal to the task. His eyes narrowed behind his ski goggles. Pouring down at the steep descent, his trademark bald pate shook slowly in its helmet.

His then fiancée and now wife, Sunny Ozell—a Brooklyn-based musician and singer who was 35 at the time—stood beside him. She had been a competitive downhill racer since childhood but Stewart, then 72, had begun to ski only a few years earlier. He had instead spent his youth and adulthood playing space captains, flawed kings, paraplegic sages, and tortured Shakespearean souls. None of them had skied and so neither had he.

"Here's the plan," explained Ozell to comfort him. "We're going to stop halfway down the run. OK?"

But when she turned to hear his response, Stewart was a quickly receding blur, carving through the snow with a rooster tail raising behind him.

"Patrick!" cried Ozell. "Wait!"

It's nearly a year later, a few hours before Stewart will have to make his way to call time at Broadway's Cort Theatre, where the actor is starring opposite his good friend Sir Ian McKellen in not one but two emotionally draining and linguistically daunting plays—"No Man's Land" by Harold Pinter and "Waiting for Godot" by Samuel Beckett, both playwrights masters of pathos and patter. Stewart settles into his seat at a cozy lunch cafe in Park Slope, Brooklyn. Wearing a black leather jacket, black fedora and a zip-up sweater, he looks much more quinquagenarian than septuagenarian. He's a regular here—he and Ozell live around the corner—so no one is freaking out that one of the best actors of the 20th century and an Officer of the Order of the British Empire is about to dine in their midst. Stewart himself is pleasantly informal, just another English sir hanging out in Brooklyn.

"Can you hang this up for me?" he asks the tattooed waiter, handing him his hat. "I have nowhere to put it." It is the most ordinary of phrases, but such is the power of Stewart's voice that it seems to portend an existential crisis.

"Sure," says the waiter, taking the hat and, just perhaps, providing a mote of metaphysical solace.

Hat hung, prerequisite English apologies made (for momentary lateness, for appearance, etc.), Stewart soon takes me back to that day in California. Explaining his rash headlong rush down the mountain, he says, "I knew if I stayed at the top for another ten seconds, I wouldn't go down. So I just went for it." As he picked up speed and struggled to find his skis' edges, Stewart recalls, "I gave myself the same cues I do when I panic on stage: Don't let the fear take over. Don't let it possess you."

To look upon Stewart's distinguished profile—jaw set like a marble bust of a Roman emperor—and to hear his...
voice—so deep, resonant and sure it adds about 50 tons of gravitas to anything he says (you should hear him order a cobb salad and a glass of sauvignon blanc; it's moving)—it's hard to believe that beneath so placid and stoic a surface is a vascular system of cracks, crevices and self-doubt. But if you want to understand Stewart and his work, you must understand his relationship to fear. And to understand his relationship to fear, you must go beyond the mountaintop, back more than three decades to the evening of June 30, 1981, opening night of Shakespeare's psycho-tragedy "The Winter's Tale" at England's Royal Shakespeare Theatre.

By then an associate artist of the Royal Shakespeare Company for 14 years, an accomplished but not A-list actor, Stewart had clung to the security of safe terrain.

"I had worked eyeball to eyeball with really great actors who could truly expose themselves," he says, spearing the panko-crusted poached egg in his salad. "But I couldn't. I didn't know how, for I felt I had something to protect." The bright yellow yolk disappeared into the frisée.

But as King Leontes, one of Shakespeare's least likable characters, a psychotic misanthrope driven to carnage from mad jealousy, Stewart "couldn't fake it anymore."

At first, he was terrified."

"I told a few people about the role and they said, 'Oh my god, no. You don't want to do this.' They said, 'The audience will hate you. There's no empathy towards you. Actors can't wait to finish a run of this play. The role is known as the actor's graveyard.'"

When Stewart told the play's director, Ronald Eyre—who was also a practicing psychologist—that he didn't want the crown, the actor says Eyre replied, "Here's why you should take it, Patrick: The most important elements of this man are actually already inside you. You have the murderousness, the hate, the anger, the rage, the horrible personal insecurity. They're all there. All you have to do is just let them out. And if you do, I will never leave your side."

"I still get emotional speaking about it," Stewart says. "It made me realize I had been good, but I could have been so much better. I could have been much more brave, done so much more. All I had to do was let it all go."

Twenty years after opening night, Sir Alastair Guinness wrote in his autobiography that Stewart's Leontes was "easily the finest performance of the part I have ever seen. There was a man who had actually stepped into the jaws of hell of jealousy." Following the performance, one of Stewart's friends told him, "What was happening on stage was far too personal for public consumption." Stewart had finally faced his fear and was therefore freed. Call it catharsis-upon-Avon.

"I spent years holding that stuff in," says Stewart. "After that, there was no going back."

**THIS COURTING** of and mastery over fear is pretty much Stewart's signature. A good part of his career has been played out in the theatrical borderlands, a not-entirely-welcoming landscape where panic and potential ruin lurk. He had started as one thing (a ➔
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